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About This Game

“Listen carefully to my directions. Look to your right. There are two agents behind that door and they will reach you in 5
seconds. They just heard you. RUN!”

Black Hat Cooperative is an award-winning stealth game that pits you and an ally against robot agents that seek to remove you
from the system. Explore complex levels filled with hidden dangers and work together to survive.

Couch Co-op + Local Multiplayer

Play with your friends on one computer. Choose Hammer and sneak past agents, collecting treasure, keys, and passwords along
the way. Or choose Spice to get the bird’s eye view and guide your partner to treasure and safety. Information in the world and

on the map must be pieced together to beat the levels. At this point there’s no support for online play.

Hacking Superpowers

Spice can use a hacking terminal to unlock special doors and freeze or blind enemies. But these superpowers require teamwork.
Hammer must collect in-world “bits” and scan enemies to enable hacking.

12 Challenging Levels

Each level is crawling with robot agents including the grunt, captain, king, or the hunter, who can sniff out your trail and chase
you down. Environment challenges like laser traps and sound-detecting alarms keep you on your toes.
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Technology

Black Hat Cooperative can be played with the Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, or with dual monitors. Hammer is in VR and plays with a
gamepad or Vive controllers, while the other player uses the computer's display, mouse, and keyboard.

Awards

Mass Digi 2015: People’s Choice
Boston FIG 2014: Best Technical Quality and Best Multiplayer Awards

Exhibitor at PAX East, GDC, Engadget Live

Background

Black Hat Cooperative started as a weekend game jam project during the 2014 Global Game Jam. Since then, we successfully
funded a Kickstarter campaign and created a company, Team Future, to publish the game. Many thanks to our Kickstarter
supporters, thousands of people came to our demos, and our friends who gave their time and encouragement. We hope you

enjoy the game!
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Title: Black Hat Cooperative
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Team Future LLC
Publisher:
Team Future LLC
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5-4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: We recommend using your speakers, not headphones, for the best shared audio experience

English
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This game is one of its kind so far, but it have a long way to go. I see potential in the game format and the idea, and with more
development it could be a good game. Good price for the quality and gameplay. But with all that said i can not recommend the
game as it is right now, might change in the future.

Cons:
- Aming down your sight do not mean the bullet will go where you aim. And before you say i can't aim, it work fine in other
shooting games. Need some improvment.
- You get stuck if a Police/SWAT member is to close to you and you can't use your weapon, and a symbol shows up showing
you are blocked. This happend to me multiple times.
- Got shoot thru solid object a few time. This is not a big thing because it only seem to be happening a few times and might be a
problem with my room setup. It can also have to do with the hitbox.

Pros:
- Fast paced shooting with a good difficulty. I like that the easy setting is still challenging and make you always be alert and
tactical in all your moves to advance.
- Decent and cartoony graphics. I like the cartoon graphic in the game.
- Well its a police/SWAT game, i just love this kind of games :D. This is literally the weirdest game i've EVER played >_> no
comment. One of the mus fun rail-shooters out there and fun with anime girls!. Usual crap of having to fix an old game, but it's
a pretty awsome game. Not quite full on tactical, not quite full on action, it straddles the line and all the better for it.

. The game looks promising but is a confusing mess right now. Clicking on cards sometimes registers and sometimes does not.
Character can move but no means to interact with anything. The game needs a tutorial. This is waayy early alpha at best.

Nice graphics, nice music but little else seems to be present. You can move your character, discard cards and that was about it.

Keep an eye on it but I cannot recommend it ... yet. Nice story. Nice gameplay.. Technically, the content, writing, and other
materials of this game are actually quite good. Unfrotunately, it's hilariously short. Like, I assumed I was still in the prolouge
when the game finsihed short. I finished both of the game's "Good" Endings in less than an hour and a half total gameplay,
without the need for a guide. The game simply isn't worth the price, not even the steam winter sale price of $2.44.. I got
Flashout 2 as a free gift but i would have gladly paid full price this game is basicly a modern F-Zero and i absolutely love it i
reccomend this fun little space racer :). This is one of my favorite games on steam. I love 3-match-up games and this is almost
as addictive as big name games like Candy Crush. The artwork and music are so sophisticaed and relaxing, plus the unknown
that comes with Flash gravity type games makes it the right amount of challenging. You must try it!. OK I wrote a review earlier
and I dont know what happened to it but I will restate what I said and add more. The good first. Theres a nifty little campaign
quest for people who have never played these games. I have been a long time player of Patrician games. I have played Patrician
3 and loved it. This game is not as nice as Patrician 3. Theres a nifty little campaign quest for people who have never played
these games. Well, so far thats it. The bad. One of the first quests in the campaign is to begin hemp production. A little later you
will find hat most other cities produce hemp and it is not in demand so you end up with a stroehouse full of hemp. The trade
system is glitchy. For example, if you send a convoy to a city you cant have it drop off one item and load another. its all or
nothing??? I wanted to bring salt from Lubeck to Aalborg and pick up meat from there to trade but you cant drop off and pick
up its either one or the other. Combat is not good. Yes, you can auto combat but the AI isnt good or youcan manually fight
which is more drawn out, you can't board and capture ships like in this games predecessor and you can only capture the last ship
remaining IF you are in manual combat or you completely dwarf the enemies fleet in auto. In combat you can just simply set
your ships to auto engage the otehr ships and then watch. I have invested some time into this game and I think I am done. If this
game is on sale I would recommend it as a traine, but Patrician 3 is better but the politics seems more complicated.
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I made it first place but got last place. Uninstalled.. This game is cute and original.. i wish there was more Adventure to be done.
Some good stuff but rough. More fun if you cheat.. I love puzzle games and this looked very nice, not the greates graphics
perhaps but certainly good enough for this type of game. I started in a long room with a computer terminal type machine in the
corner, I could enter stuff but nothing was doing anything, I must need a code! I searched everwhere and found nothing.
Defeated at the first hurdle I looked at a youtube vid to get a clue. In the vid a line of text popped up telling him what to input!
not in my game it didn't and no way in a thousand years would I have randomly guessed that. Any way, the next puzzle was quite
hard, and some of it didn't make sense, misleading clues etc, but I did it and went to the third. The third was clicking on 16 tiles
with rune like symbols on them. Again, no idea, no clue, back to the walkthrough. The answer made me refund it. I believe I am
quite good at puzzles but these are stupidly hard with no logic and seemingly random answers. I stared, I sighed, I gave up, I
watched youtube, I went WTF! I refunded.. I have played this many time and find the contols for the Troop actions to be poor at
best .Troop delay on ordering commands is realistic ecept when yo want to charge in large scale actions . your troops order
delays take upwards of a 1 min when seconds count .Your troop sit on the enemy exposed flank with their thumbs up their A$$
while they destroy one of your troops of cavalry after another ( i dont really care about the unit size ) I have had many traps set
against the computer all the while you troops never react I was really looking forward to this gamne but I just dont enjoy it .. I
don't really understand this game. The developers seem to think that jigsaw puzzles are boring, so put in "distractions" to keep
you entertained. So...why make a jigsaw puzzle game in the first place?

The jigsaw puzzles themselves are boring - the pictures are unimaginative and dull.
The zombie stuff is badly made too - the controls are hopeless and the gameplay repetitive.

So...whether you're an action fan or a jigsaw fan, you're going to be disappointed.

Oh, and the music is horrible.. I wouldn't pay full price for it, but it's a fun little rhythm game with well animated 3D anime
waifus.
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